BIU NEWS 2012 JUNE
CLUB BIKETRIAL IN JAPAN
SWEDEN
The news is also on the site of club biketrial in Japan, Please
check below.
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3168
PUSH-BIKETRIAL IN CATALONIA
The news is also on the site of club biketrial in Japan, Please
check below.
http://blog.club-biketrial.jp/?p=3147
News No. 028 dated 23/06/2012
PUSH-BIKETRIAL
Pere made the presentation letter for Push-Biketrial and we are going to
enclose the letter with this news mail. Please check.
Dear Hiro,
Ref. Push-Bike sports presentation,
What do you think about this Presentation Letter?, do you support this, if
is yes, you can send to all the World BikeTrial Delegates, or give me the
list of the e-mails and I can send them, no problem. If you think need any
modification, Pls. tell me, no problem too, Ok?
Best Regards,
Pere Pi

News No. 027 dated 23/06/2012
2012 WBC (R1 FRANCE, R2 CATALONIA & R3 ITALY)
Below is the detail about the entry for 2012 WBC.

ROUND
FRANCE
CATALONIA

COUNTRY
COUTRY
RIDER
14
131
16
148

GROUP
Ax57/Cx10/Bx54
Ax78/Cx10/Bx60

ITALY

16

99

Ax76/Cx8/Bx37

Below are some matters we have now.
CATALONIA
Dear,
It's OK, but, you change Invited for YES. Then how has account
the invited riders? Thank's
Administration BAC / BUE
Dear Angel,
For my side, answer is only YES or NO. INVITE is your reason. In case
that you have more than 20 riders per day (except the additional
capacity for less entry to the limit), you should take some riders out
from the list.
But you are the one to decide the riders.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Angel,
Actually, as I explained you before, you should not put those riders in
your first entry list. Because you do not know how many riders will
make entry till I close the entry. You can put those invited riders in the
case of there are capacity in the entry. If the entry is less than 150 per
day, then you can put some of your national riders till the limit. I set the
deadline on 28/June. You got it? But you put them already in the list. So
I took IMVITED out from the list. I will inform you exact numbers that
you can add to the list and you can take some riders out in the case.
You should send this list before the deadline of it. Okay?
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

GERMANY & AUSTRIA
Dear Hiro,
Please wait to close EL. We are in contact today with Germany, with Mr.
Rico Stoll from Scheibenberg.
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
Okay I will wait until tomorrow morning 22/June 9:00 AM (9 hours more)

for Germany (we have delegate in the country) and Till 23/June 9:00 AM
for Austria (33 hours more. we have no delegate in the country). This is
the maximum exception for this time. If no, I cannnot finish this work on
schedule or in this week and I have to extend deadline for host
countries. I cannot do it. Please understand it.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,
I think is not possible. I try but I think time is too short. I must contact
this evening Mr. Rico. Mr. Rico can have to Mr. Krumbrigel (that is in
Hospital) the contact with Rider. Mr. Rico must contact Rider and create
EL … too much. 24 hour from now to close all. Italy, France and Spain
are OK, so you don’t must work on EL next week. Otherwise Germany
and Austria will be out of WBC.
Giuliano
Hello Dear Friends,
I am Giuliano from Italy, The Entry List of WBC 2012 will be close today.
No riders from Germany. I write today to Mr. Hirano in Japan to ask he
to wait Germany. Our German Delegate is not well in this day, he is
hospitalized for surgery and maybe Riders don’t have information.
Unluckily no Rider from Germany. We are pity. For this reason we have
the possibility to register German Rider till tomorrow. If you can, if you
want compete in WBC or also only in last round of WBC in Italy the 4
and 5 August in Sonico you can write me or to Mr. Libor but only till
tomorrow not over. Mr. Hiro must close Entry List in 24 hours… I hope
you have the possibility to come here to compete and to meet our dear
International BikeTrial “crazy” family. Your presence for us is very very
important. If you don’t have BIU License EBU can issue it in very short
time. Please contact me very soon, and try to come in our Competition,
we are on work very strong to have a perfect race.
Giuliano Gualeni
Italy
Dear Giuliano,
At the first, You are the most to understood and working very hard to
get participants and the countries as the WBC organizer. I feel so much
thanks to you.
It is very pity that Frank is in the hospital. I hope he will get well soon. I
do not know what is happened to him, because there is no any
information. I also do not know if he has been making his entry list for
WBC. If he has it, He should send it for his riders to BIU. I can wait for it.
I may be can find the reason for exception to extend some days to the
deadline. If he has no list making till this time, it is too late. I cannnot
wait for it. I should close it by the rules. Any way, we should
check about the reason why we have no entry from Germany for this

time.
Austria, we have no delegate. Is any rider from Austria took part in EBC
this year? I think if there is a rider wants to come to WBC, he can find
the event information on the web siteof EBU. And can contact to EBU. If
we have no any contact from Austria yet, there will be no reason to
extend our deadline. We should keep our schedule. What I can do for
Austria as max is wait till 23/June 9:00 AM. If you got entry, please let
me know.
This is my opinion and I hope you will understand it.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
To all,
I am hoping to get many riders from many countries for WBC. But it is
the international championship and not regional event. Therfore we
should organize everything under the rules and evrything must be right.
We should solve all problems by our rules. If we bring feeling in it, that
sure broke important thing to continue on. Our delegats knows entry
rules very well and if the problem was happened, it because of his work
and the delay of event information. We should change it better for the
next time. That what I can say here.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,
the Germany Rider for the WBC 2012 in Spain and Italien. Team
Manager and Delegate: Jörg Treue
Sincerely yours,
Frank
Dear Frank,
Please check the list. And the part in RED color is not right. Please send
me the right data.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Giuliano,
The entry data is not perfect. I will wait for the right data from Frank. I
hope he will complete the entry today.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

I called in Germany this morning and Mr. Libor write me and to Mr. Rico
to solve this problem. Mr. Libor talked on telephone with Mr. Rico that
have contact Mr. Frank. Mr. Libor think that “not perfect” data are
Number of license. For this reason me and Mr. Libor asked to Mr. Rico
to ask to Mr. Frank if the number is 049-01217 or maybe 049-12170. Mr.
Frank answer to Mr. Rico that exact number is the following:
Helbig Thomas 049-01217
Winckler Alexander 049-01218
Thank to Mr. Libor and Mr. Frank and Mr. Rico to this job. If you see
other imperfection in data please write me very soon.
Thank you very much,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,
Thanks for your all work. Please check the list.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro

News No. 026 dated 23/06/2012

